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T.T.S. task is to offer technical and commercial advice in all the fields in which bearings are employed.
All T.T.S. associates and employees have a strong
and consolidated experience in the bearings related
areas.
This is basically the reason why they have decided to
put together their knowledge and abilities to give life
to a company finalized to deliver bearings of various
types and dimensions applicable to complex industrial production environments.
T.T.S. organization consists in different steps from
the planning to the testing and marketing of specific
products realised and assembled by highly qualified companies that T.T.S. selects depending on the
business needs.
T.T.S. product range comprises
• bearings and rollers for goods handling systems
• bearings for steel production and steel forming
• turbine bearings
• bearings for painting lines
• bushes
• linear movement bearings and rollers - bearings for
machine tools
• Our technical staff commitment is also to offer its
expertise in the planning of special bearings.

PLANNING
TTS can provide a valid technical support either in

standard bearings applications and in the development
of special products that need to meet specific customer
requirements.
Our technical experts plan the specific item with the
customer and are focused in the development of
each single part of it, always assuring the cost/time
optimization and the maximum quality of the product.
This is possible thanks to the experience our technical
staff has gained in several years and different areas
using last generation software (2D’s and 3D’s projects).

PLANNING
After the raw material has been bought (we can
supply origin certificates and analysis on demand –
micrographies, evidence of non-metallic inclusions,
carbide distribution, etc.) the drilling phase is started.
The often under-estimated drilling is a basic phase in the
production of bearings.
It helps to reduce the costs of subsequent manufactures.
For example, the usual machining allowance can be
eliminated when a proper estimate of the deformations
deriving from the heat treatment (by means of tests on
samples, too) is made.

heat-treatment
The heat-treatment is very important to get a high quality product.
TTS collaborates with highly qualified companies in the heat treatment sector and this is the
reason why TTS can assure a continuous quality enhancement. The well known range of heat-

treatments for bearings (hardening, case-hardening, nitriding and hardening & tempering) is now
enlarged with further heat-treatments mainly developed for specific needs (bainitic hardening,
martensitic hardening and salt quenching, etc.).
Moreover, TTS can produce accurate material analysis on demand of either a treated item
specifically designed and a sample item supplied by the customer.

ASSEMBLY
TTS collaborates with highly qualified

suppliers and staff for the purchasing of
standard items and the assembly of the
bearings.
The selection of our suppliers is based on the
ISO Standards and Regulations.
The items we produce undergo specific tests
before they get into the production system.
Trade parts are identified and stored in
designated areas; we do garantee this
way that no mistakes are made during the
assembly phase.

GRINDING
TTS uses last generation grindings that

allow the production of items with specific
geometries extremely reduced in shape and
in the dimensional clearances.
The wide range of grindings gives us the
possibility to supply different types of
bearings for any applications from the
heaviest (steel industry and metallurgy) to the
most accurate (machine tools) or applications
where it is important to produce bearings
with a specific shape in the external profile
(handling, plate flattening).
TTS can also provide lapping and super-

finishing processings.

The assembly takes place in an airconditioned, dry and clean room to make
sure no humidity and any sort of pollutant
might get into the bearings and the rolling
elements.

TESTING
TTS is ISO 9001 Certified. It assures and

records the carrying out of all the production
steps according to the regulations in force, in
order to guarantee the delivery time agreed
in the order.
TTS tests all the items, from the acceptance

to the final step when the item is delivered
to the customer, with qualified instruments
to guarantee the repeatability and the
conformity with the customer requests. It
also guarantees the traceability of each
single item by means of the identification.
TTS provides standard test certifications,

specific test certifications for each
component on demand, quality certifications;
it can also supply the items gathered
in different classes depending on their
specifications to make the assembly easier.

ISO 9001
CERTIFIED

CCE Elevator Trucks
TTS has been producing and selling

bearings for forklift with various shapes
and designs (combined bearings, radial
bearings, bearings for angle mounting,
bearings with axial sliding block, etc..)
for light (general internal handling) and
extremely heavy use (handling in the
naval sector) for many years.
ìIt offers a verification service to test the
suitability of the support to a specific
machine and, at the same time, it offers
the possibility to have custom supports
developed (eg. non standard dimensions
and designs, high or low temperatures,
stainless steel, etc.).
ìMoreover TTS has a wide spare parts
warehouse with items from the most
popular brands (OM, BT, Linde, Hubtex,
etc..).

CIME Mining and Building Industry
The lifting mechanisms of the machines
in the construction and mining companies
sector generally use standard roller sealed
bearings. This type of bearing must be
very reliable when used in heavy charge
conditions and extremely resistant to
atmospheric agents and pollution.
TTS produces and sells this type of

bearing; it provides a verification service
to test the suitability of the support to a
specific machine and, at the same time,
it offers the possibility to have custom
supports developed (eg. non standard
dimensions and designs, high or low
temperatures, stainless steel, etc.).
TTS has a wide warehouse of this type of

bearing perfectly interchangeable with the
equivalent items from the most popular
brands.

CIS Steel Industry
Extremely important bearings are used in the iron and steel
industry during the extraction and the handling of the raw
material until it gets to the continuous casting phase. While
the handling phase is, typically, carried out with the use of
non-standard track rollers, the other phases in the process
use medium/big standard bearings (ball bearings, cylindrical
roller bearings, spherical rollers bearings). TTS produces and
sells this type of bearing; it provides a verification service to
test the suitability of the support to a specific machine and,
at the same time, it offers the possibility to have custom
supports developed.
Moreover, TTS can produce medium or small lots of high
dimensions bearings on demand (usually not immediately
available) at competitive prices with short delivery times.

CITA Steel Processing
The multi-row cylindrical roller bearings are of primary
importance in the process for steel transformation
(particularly in the rolling phase); they must be very reliable
and highly precise at the same time. Despite the existence
of standard catalogues these bearings can be definitely
considered special (non standard) bearings, given the huge
amount of different designs for housings with the same
dimensions. Another type of bearing largely used in the
process for steel transformation is the high dimensions
bearing.
Both of them are produced and sold by TTS; it provides
a verification service to test the suitability of the support
to a specific machine and, at the same time, it offers the
possibility to have custom supports developed. Moreover,
TTS can produce medium or small lots of multi row and high
dimensions bearings on demand (usually not immediately
available) at highly competitive prices with short delivery
times.

CLL Sheet metal working
The back-up rollers are commonly used in the flattening process. They hold up and stiffen the
levelling rollers and, depending on the material that must be leveled (therefore depending on
the strengths and speeds at stake), they can be with reinforced design (black plate) or with light
design (stainless steel plate). The geometry of the external profile is extremely important to get
the best charge distribution. Despite the existence of standard catalogues these bearings can be
definitely considered special (non standard) bearings, given the huge amount of different designs
for housings with the same dimensions. TTS produces and sells this type of bearing; it provides
a verification service to test the suitability of the support to a specific machine and, at the same
time, it offers the possibility to have custom supports developed (eg. high or low temperatures,
stainless steel, etc.).
Moreover, TTS can produce medium or small lots of back-up rollers on demand at highly
competitive prices with short delivery times.

CMU Machine tools
The bearings used in the machine tools must be
extremely precise and stiff. The most common
examples of these items are angular contact ball
bearings, combined rollers bearings.
TTS produces and sells this type of bearing;

it provides a verification service to test the
suitability of the support to a specific machine
and, at the same time, it offers the possibility
to have custom supports developed. TTS can
produce medium or small lots of these items on
demand at competitive prices with short delivery
times; it has, also, a wide warehouse of the
most important types of these bearings perfectly
interchangeable with the equivalent items from
the most popular brands.

CSA Agrarian sector
The agrarian sector and the automotive sector require the
use of complex bearings (eg. bearings with integral flanges);
besides, a special care must be taken in the seal elements
design and in the protection of the rolling elements.
Usually the bearing design is optimized to be adapted to the
housing that must contain it.
TTS produces and sells this type of bearing; it provides

a verification service to test the suitability of the support
to a specific machine and, at the same time, it offers the
possibility to have custom supports developed (eg. high or low
temperatures, anticorrosive and stainless steel, etc.).

RCPF Yoke and stud type track rollers
Yoke type track rollers and stud type
track rollers are widely used in the
handling, kneading and stocking systems.
Their dimensions and design can be
considered standard because of their
frequent use.
TTS produces and sells this type of

bearing; it provides a verification service
to test the suitability of the support to a
specific machine and, at the same time,
it offers the possibility to have custom
supports developed.
TTS can produce medium or small lots of

these items on demand at competitive
prices with short delivery times; it has,
also, a wide warehouse of these bearings
perfectly interchangeable with the
equivalent items from the most popular
brands.

